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There are two themes4that I would like to develop with you tonight. They

both relate to the language-TiSee-e-talent-for-lnguistic_innovation. One-is the
. . 9

nature of. language knowledge, and the manner in which children come to acquire

-Ithis knowledge. The creative aspect of language, learning_and language use has

been emphasized In much:of recent ps cholinguistic work, and I will consider some

educational implidations of this work, su ggsted by :the recognition of the child

as innovator in the task of language acquisition. The second topic that I will

discuss has to do with encouraging children to use their creative tendencies when

they come to the second large linguistic task of their young lives, learning to

read. Some rather intriguing-recent evidence indicates that there are children

I 4

who 'write before they read, who compose. words and messages in-their own invented

spellings as a first step in dealing with the printed word. This ability,, which at

Iiist appears rather remarkable, is, I think, quite a natural ability-when-we

take a closer look. Tonight I'd like to explofre the potential of this
, ,

--

encouraging children to write before they read;-iff-keeping-with-their-pxedispo7_,,_

sition for linguistic creativity.

One of the more interesting aspeCls of language that is emphasized in'current

linguistic work is the fact that speakers of a language produce and understand

sentences they have never heard before. The sentence you are listening to right

now, or the opening sentence of any article in this mornines New York Times is

one that you. may never have heard, But you arse able to recognize it as a gramdatical

sentence of English. In fact, for any sequence of words that one might care to

devise, speakers can recognize whether or not the sequence constitutes a sentence

in
'

their language. This creative' aspect of language .use rests on the fact that

4

whit'we have'learned And know.are not the actual sentences of our language, .but

rather the system of rules, for making sentenced. Clearly when we speak we do not
mil. `G4

g :draw-from a membred list of All possible sentences in English. The major portion
Jy
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of language usage consists of sentences that have never been uttered before. We
-1 1

make them.Up as.we go along. We innovate, according to rules for sentence forma-
,

----7-------dontlihTa.Teo in comm6n-vith-other-speakers-of_the_langnsge.

Our knowledge of these rules is of course implici,t. lid are not aware of

them, and no one has taught 'them to us. YeI-we speak and understand' in accordance .

with themx and they account,for our ability to interpret and produce novel utterances.

Some examples of the kinds of rules that we apply in interpreting sentences

will help to illustrate the automatic nature of these rules. Much of the time

they are extremely subtle and complex. For example, in order.,td understand a

sentence, a listener must often supply infOrmation that is missing from the sen-,
.

tence. -In the sentence Mary wants -to sing., there is no subject expressed for the

verb sing, but clearly we know that the implied subject is Mary. ,pimilarly, in .

.

Mary wants John to sing, we understand John to be theeimplied subject of sins.

Although .there are how two nouns in the sentence, Mary and John, both able to

function semantically as subject of sing, we have no trouble identifying John as

the intended subject. This is so obvious as,LLCo.seem not even-worthy-of-comment-
.,

But on further condideratio9, it becomes evident that iorder to perform this

seemingly simple operation -we must know very specifically, where to look for the.
'

intended` subject. althOugh the above examples might .suggest that, we look to

the noun most closely preceding the verb in question, this technique will not

always work. Consider the sentence John convinced Mary, against the dishes of her

mother, to move in with him. Who is to move in?' Although Mother is the closest

preceding noun, it is Mary who is to move in with John. Or take the two contrasting

4 "4
sentences

.John encouraged Mary to,play the'piano.
John was' encouraged by Mary to play the piano.

'In the first, Mary is to play, arin'the second, John. Although the two nouns
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John and Nary occur in the same order in both sentences, the subject of play is

understood differently. ,Clearly sentence structure, and not just' the older in

which items Occur, plays a crucial role in our choice of subjects that have been

2.

omitted fro a sentence.

The picture, however, is still more complicated. For there are examples of

sentences-Whth appear to be identicar in structure., which nevertheless require
.. . .

differing interpretations. Consider Cinderella told her sisters to clean her

e

room, and Cinderella p omised her.sisters,to clean her room! 'Who is to clean

the room ?' In thee first'sentence, the sisters, and in the second, Cinderella.

There are no structural clues here in the form of these sentendes,to indicate this

,\difference, Tat distinction depends on the properties of the verbs-tell and'promise,

and,we must haye learned these special properties in order-to interpret these

sentences correctly.

4

Or consider I told him what to eat, and asked him what to eat. In the

first? I told him what he should eat, and.in the second, I asked him what I should

eat. We aSsign different subjects to the verb eat in the two cases, although

again there is no structural difference apparent- in- the-form -of -these sentences.

It is-because tie know the properti7ed of the verbs ask and tell that we understand' P

these two sentences differently. s,-
.

These examples of some ofhe operations -that we perform in understanding .

sentences help to bing out the intricacs of the grammatical operations themselves

and the entirely automatic way in which they function. We are certainly not aware
.

of applying grammatical rules as we speak and listen to others4,but the evidence

is there that we do. We don't know the rules in any overt sense, but we 'do behave .

in accordance with them. They operate automatically, so to speak, without requiring

our attention Udder the normal conditions, of language use our attention is on

'meaning, and we .do not attend to the structure of the message.
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The interesting question, of course, is how children learn' grammatical ,rules'

ofthis sort that adults use so naturally. They. cah't obsery the rules.directly.

All that the language learner has access to is the speech of others, which-results

from the rules having been applied. This is to say that what the child has to

learn-is available only indirectly from experience; and must be constructed in

Thrge,part by the child hiiself. He has to learn it on his own. There has been

an- increasing, awareness in recent years of just how much children bring to. this

task by way of their own mental organization and innate human characteristics.

They are not 'taught' language in.any formal sense, but acquire it naturally, in

the course of maturing and developing in an'environment where they are adequately

exposed to 4.t. They build grammatical rules from what they hear by a process of

activ construction. The acquisition of language involves developing the rule

4

systei, realtiiiatikina it with-increased maturityasnew -evidence is added, and

eventually producing an internalized grammar which -is in accord with the facts of

the.language. What the child needs from the environment is the raw material on

. *

which to work -- exposure to the language in meaningful situations, useful commu-

. nication, and attentiveness to the task at hand,

------- -------- .

. .

,
.

, .

The ciaralol.-e-is-an--act-i-ve-one,riglat from the start. His earliest
. ----------1------____.

utterances, event thg.stage when he begins to put two words together to make

sentences, reflect his own organization of the linapistic material available. to

him frpm his environment. Theyare innovative and producedaccording,to rule.

The child is not just repeating fragments of sentences he has-heard, but is. creating
..

7 __
7,

his own sentences according-to graMmatical rules that he continually constructs and
.

.
.

.

revises.

A common sentence among beginning talkers fot example, is all gone uicep

all gone milk. These may well be imitations of the mother's speed. But a, child .

at, this stage,1Whose .hand_hod jest been washed, commented all gone, sticky. And

.06
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another child, when the front door of the house was closed, cutting foff the view

to the out of doors,' said all gone outside. These were innovations, not.repetitions.,

At a slightly later stage, English- speaking children all tend to construct their

'first negative sentences inthe same, way, very different from what they hear

around them: no mommy go, no want Mitten.- The rule fore forming negatives appears

to'be "Add no to the affirmative -sentence."1"And similarly.with children's first

questions. They all begin by simply placing the question'word at the beginning

of the sentLice,without altering anything else:, what he wants? why she's crying?

These sentences are interesting because there are no Models for them in adult

speech. They ap only.be interpreted as inventions which are a.consequence of
a

a 'child's own gram:tar.
o

At about age 3, we easily observe,the misuse of past tense forms. Allis.on- drinked

it, but ghe hatedit, but she'drinked it anyway.* And a 3 year old girt asked, on

AliSaitering-fly` '147mi:hat's that?" Her mother replied-,

"That's a dead-fly, honey." To which the child responded -, 'Who-deadedaa"*-0t-the-----__

3 la year old boy who described a,nurpery school episode of building a largeblock:

structure and then having to put the blocks away: First we builded a boat and then
.

we unbuilded it.

The tendency to regulaize forms in this way is very strong. Children work on the

assumption that language is-or he construct tules from the evidence in

speech that they hear, they proOed to apply the rules as widely as possib e.

regularized, past tense forms are particularly informative because it turns' out that

many children first use the correct forms of common irregular verbs: itcame off, I

went out, it broke.' PresUMably these are learned as individual vocabulary items. Then
a .

when just a few regular past tenses are learnied, e.g., walked, helped, suddenly the

childheginsto gay It comed-_.off, I goedout, it breaked. Fapiliar foims which had-

been used, practiced and 1,

*Examples from their children's speech provided by Sally Shoemaker and Tim O'Connor;

.07
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.

presumably reinforced for several months are driven out of the child's 'speech and

replaced by farms he has never heard., The psycholinguist Dan Slobin had used. the

a.

term 'inflectional imperialism' to describe this phenomenon of regub

out irregular forms.
.

It's a good example of-a fundamental- rinciple
1

.

,development: look for regularities,- construct rules, then apply them

fo,rms driving

Of ,language

wherever yop can..

t_
An interesting example of an invented plural is another cade in poi4t. A

child at the two and three word sentence stageIcked up, one of -his pacifiers and

-started to put it in his mouth. "No," he was told, "Watts a; dirty pacifier."
o

. "Dirty pacifier,' he repeated. He picked` up' anoth4 one, Again he- was told, "No,
. .

,

. ,
.

. ' 4 ' -

that one's dirty too." At this point, .A pacifie.er in each hand,he looked from one

.

to the other. "Two pacifiers," he.said. "Two dirtidSpacifiers." This was nice
..s :n. 0

!-1

'r- °'' going. After all" how.was he to )(1164 that the ldnguage he was leainingwAs pot

going to be one that .places

..

Any pare nt of a young

inventions day by day.li> They are charming, of course, but the lesson they contain

id a serious onefOr inVe-qtigators4of:childLlanguage and for thoae of us who are .

involved with the language development of children of school age. It is that the

plural markers on

child can produce

its adjectives. as well as its nouns?

many such examples of linguistic

essence of language learning and use is creative, not imitative.. Language learners

must first construct the rules by which they yill' speak and understand, and then

put them to use in producing and.understanding novel utterances.,

In young children if is often-relatively easy to trace aspects of the rules

-fta
ey han es they undergo.. The child wholormerly said wile ha 1.7ants'

now says He-has learned to add a ru e d order when

Placing a question word at the beginning of the sentence. But'what about 'children

of elementary school age? Their speech no longer presents us with easy evidence

of rule, change. My own work has been'involved- with the kinds of graima'tiCS1 rule

changes that *eke place-in children from ages5 Co 10. Itfterestingly enough, the
-.

08
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evidence
0

shows that the natural proceSs of acquisition so readily observable in'I.. ._ _ --.-

very young children continues actively into the school years.

0

Although hy'agey6 or so the major portion of the task of language acquisition
v , ...t

a

has already been accomplished, there'are asgects of the grammar of English that-

still remain to be acquired. Experiments which,deal with childrenrs comprehension
o-

a variety of complex structures; like the promise and.ask examples-cited-earlier,
, .

_

.

slow significant differences betweenbthe 6 year oles interpretations and adult
, , - 49.,, . . . .0

i terpretations. The gradual reduction of these discrepancies,-can be .traced as

.

ability'to interpret constructions correctly iricreases over the next

"'four or five years. The, stages found in the interirenng years reveal an interesting

and orderly,- picture of gradual acciuisition

.

'The nature of language learning seems to continue much.the same after age.6

as during the earlyvyears, though naturally at a much slower pace. Although.we

41:5

observe considerable variation in age of acquisition in different children, they

. . : .

all seem to pass-through the same stages of development. liot5 preschool and school

age children give evidence of this same phenomenon that linguistic development,
. ;

- ,*
whether it occurs earlier or later, nevertheless proceeds along similar Paths.

As an example, take the sentence cited earlier-, I asked him what to eat.

Its paraphr4t is I asked him what .I should'eat. This is a.d fLicultsentence for

imany children, who interpret it -to.mean I asked him what he as going to eat.

.'

They are working on the model of I told 'him -what to eat, which does mean I told him''
...

.

whaehe should eat. The implied subject, of eat is different in the two cases, and
a

the latteraentenceis easier because it follows a more general rule of English for

finding implied, subjects. I,askea him what to eat is an unusual case,'which children

tend to learn late. This particdlar construction was dne of a series of structures

which I examined in children from kindergarten through grade
-

4, and it was one.of

,
the hardest._ To kindergarten children Widerstood it correctly, in 2ndgrade 30%e 11, )

09
*
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succeeded with it,
.

and in 4th grade, 70 %. By using a variety of such constructions,

and examining children's understanding of them thrbugh psycho1inguistic experimen-

ration, it is possible to analyze'children's linguistic progress into distinct
,

,

'

stages of development. .There is an order in which complex constructions are
.

learned, and a child whose language.isexamined is found to.be at a particular
0 , .

point i4ong.the way. The range of eggs at each linguistic stage is

In dim data, for example, we identifiefive such stages. Although the general

pattern is one of gradual im provement with increase in age, rhere is a high degree'
A

of individgal variation, so that some children of 9 1/2 or 10 were two or even thre6

*No.

considerable.

4,

stages behind others of age 7.

age
;

0

it

it

In Our towest linguistic stage the children werg 5'3/4

7 years old;, in the highest stage, 7. a/2 to 9 1/4, but children from our
0

middle three.itaglsrange, 5 3/4.to 10, make up the-
4

This particular construction,'

entire

I asked-himAihat to eat, is interesting because

is.apparently never learned by someindividu41s. They continue.to interpret

as meaning I asked .him what he was going. to eat into adulthdod. In a subsequent

experiment on'this

tested children of

same ,construction, a grenp.04 researchers at TufisvUniversity

increasing age through-high'school,.*-anda group of college

-

students as well. They found that comprehension of this ask construction increased ,

.

steadily among their subjects up to age 12 or 13, after which no more.tiproveMent

took place. After age 13, 70%of subjeCts in each age group, succeed
,

wi h'this
At

.01

constftttio6 The percentage does not increase among adults. This is interesting0

for -*het it indicates about the timing of language learning. lip know, for example,

.4

that for foreign languagegearning, adolescence i something of a cutoff pain't.

Children who mom into a new lariguage environment before adolescence are much.more
.? 0

likely to acquire the new-language with native proficiency' than thnse who enter .the
. .

.
.

'' f

new language environment as adults. -ghat the evidence 4pst cited suggests is-that
.

9

this-language fle xibility may apply to ones native language as well.There may.wrid.
. . ....

. .

, -,
, .0

.. i.

.7.
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be complet aspects of one's native,language,that must be learned betord adolesCence if '

1
. .

they are tb be aeained at all. if this' is indeed the case, the importance of.stimula-

.0 .

ting language development during the early schoolYears takda on .an added dfiliension..
.

..,

111, The important luestion, of course, is wliatWtnildren's background and environ- .

....... . ___

... ...
,

menE.is.televant to their rate of language develbpment? In-jthe experiment men tioned f
I . ,

....
.

%

I. .
.

.

above, we observed,coniderable variation in rate of linguistic prbgress. These
.

I.: 4

-children Were from an elementarisCtikl.in a suburb of)EostOn: The sthool is
...

-,

woo. 1.1
-,

4.,

' ; . .
.

pnimarily middle-class, but the
.

children
\

range in,socioeconoMic Fackgtbund from.

\
. .

working class to professional and academic tamales. In line with the view of
.

d

. ,
i r . ,

language, acquisition as .a process bf developing a rule-systeml)ase& on, evidence
,

. . . . ...

from the environment, I was interested' in the extent of these ;chil4ren's expospre
, .,.

to"language. In partictiXar I was curious about their exposure to the written,
.

.,.. .
.+7

language through reading or listening to boOks read aloud.
. .
. .

Fromwhat we know:Of the importance of-language exposure, it Would seem likely
. .

_ .

for children's independent reading (and listening) to have an- impact on their
'' .. .,

*

`language d lOpment. The written language, af;er all, is potentially of a more.
:

T.

complex nature than speech, both in vocabulary.and syntax. The child who reads

listens tile-variety of rich and complex materials benefits, from a range of.

linguistic inputs that is unavailable to the.non-literary child. Axe aught expect

1
this exposure to contribute to increased knowl edge of the language, and, in fact

the evidence does point in this.direction.. The experimental results contain some

rather intriguing indications that exposure to the more complex language d4aaable

from reading does go hand in 'hand with a more mature giasp ofl:the grammar of English.
44

Many aspects okreading exposure were'considered. aa tried to get an inside.

look at the Trivate reading lirfeof this group of children. I wanted to know what

.'books are read to them, what they read on their own, how much time they spend
.1

. . .

. reading or listening to books read aloud, what they remember from past reading

experience.
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What I found was that many different measures of reading exposure correlated

A

.0

10

0

positively with linguistic stage. Very'simply,thechinren who were more, advanced
. .

linguistically -were the ones who read*moge widely or had more books'read to them.
.a*

. .

Thatel(re two specific points.that i'would like to bring out here. bne ds
.

.
. )

.

. - -- , . .

procedural:, theotheg of sducational relevance, With regard to procedere, a great
.

dea1 of work went into examining the children'4.reading: half-hour interviews

f' with
.

parents'and children; records kept by the children for a:week's time of everything
0'

4 'they read or heard read aloud; having the children check off on a master, book list
.

t ' of. some 40b titles those books they were familiar. with,and so on.
..

b
o

C' When all was said
.
anAine, there was one simple measure among the many. that..

. ,
.

I used. hat parallelled all the far more complicated measures very closely, and In
.

A

1

a way told, the whole story. I pass it on because it was so simple, and direct.

This was, Charlotte Huck's Taking.Inventory of Children's Literary Background. This
' '_

. .W

multiple choice quiz which tests a child's knowledge of the .content of 60 widely
a 't

'read books, poeMs and stories was one- of the:best measures of all in. its correlations

with all of our other reading Meastires,:and also in its correlation with linguistic

stage. The higher the Huck score, the higher in general is the child's linguistic

stage in our data. It was an easy and very useful survey. tool:

As to educational relevance, results such as these do suggest a role that
0

the school might effectively. play in fostering language development, namely reading

aloud to children, and encouraging them to read *freely on their own. The 4aIue of

this activity was broughtoutiby a particular'finding in our data. In general we

"fou nd, as in many stud*es of language development, that the,correlation,,between

socioeconomic status '(SES) and linguistic' stage was high, ie that children from
.

higher income families with more highly educated parents were more advanced linguistic-
.

'ally. However, taking the teadink measures into account as well l ed to a very

interesting observation. It turned out, that the reading measures were very closely

a2
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tied 'to SES among

children.

ll

4.

our younger children, and less clpaely tied among the older

\
4 4th grade the reading measures were somewhat independentmof SES, and

.

'at this age it 'was the reading measures *rather than.SES, to which linguistic

Stage was related..- The implication4s-that,family background is more of a factor

-When the child is youhg
.

, and that as he matures` -his Own activities begin to make

L__Ldocie. of a. difference.. Yor.mir 4th_griders of -the Same age, 1Q'and*SES, those in

ligherlinguistic.stagei were the ones who read.-more widely. This presents a

Serious challengetofihe schools, for it suggests that once a child-can read,, he's
. 4- .

'n his own. Elb-linguistic piogreas from this point on may well reflect what h
:

.does , with his

.
This obserVaLon fitsWith_wqtat:weicaow in -terms of language acqUiSition.

Children of elementaiY'schOolage are Still actively learning -their native language,
. - .

,and still quite' able to .do so by- thethodeoi.their own. What they need is to be
P. , - .

exposed
. _

.

posed to a rich. variety,ollanguage inputs In- interesting,,siimulating situations..
. 0-' .

, , -4,---..p.--------..,.
. ..

Ckadredwhoread widely on their- own supply "themselves with. a. broad- range of

comploClangUag

ficial in terms

inpurs,:and our:experimental,r

f language. development. 'Why

.
1 -An festering this "kind of exposur

esulte auggestThat WiSis hene-=.

a
ir

houlldn-t the 'schools play a,role

It would seem beneficial to read-toschildren all throughrelementary school,
.

.

. .
0

to encourage thein vo-read'books as complicated as they
.

N. .

donitoiled texts and carefully4raded, materials would seem, ess to

0 .

are willing to taekle.

the point than

,a varied sampling from Children!s.:Werature.. it doesn't:matrer,if they -miss Some,

of what is booki- That Is how we. all ,read-;. after -- slowing down here,

'Skipping there'piCking and, chbosing, as we go along. Why shouldn't children. be
+It

,. . %

expected' to do .the same? In this way they could derive what is accessii3legto

, ... ..-. .k

them ;from a wide range of inputs, and-put it to use in their own way.. 7his_apprpaqh,
. .,

.-

would seem to be-mord closely in- accord with-themature of language. acquisition as
-,
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sit we are coining to understand:it.,

' I have met teachers and reading specialists-,who prefer to confine children's'

reading, In school or for school, to boOks that they 'themselves have.. read, or for
,

which a set ofprepared questions exists which deal with the content Of the bo
0
ok.

When this'approach,is.challenged, their response is "But otherwise how can I be

sure he actually read the book?" You can't, of course, and 'I suggest that it doesn't.

. matter. Children needn't be held responsible for so much of their reading, but

could benefit from being expected to read independently and for pleasure, wheiever

'their interests take them. .

. .

In the long run what the child. needs fo learn tordoiifhe is to grow.vvinto
'

.

..
...

.

&reading adult, is to read. for ,his oipp:pnrposes. Whether it befor plsaapre,
e.,,

of
."

oi tofind-6u4 about something, er for whatlwer reasorwit has t be out of internal
. . _

. ...

Motivation and ndt because 86-M6one-else tequites it of him. The sooner he isper-:
--: - - , -,

.'. ,

,ratted to Acknowledge the private nature gf reading-, to develop personal tastes

and judgmenti, and io-expect hid on interests .to direct his reading activity,

'the better,'

To tura to the topid-of*.Ohildren's early writing, there has been .soMe extremely
re

interestIng wo k, done drnribing children of 5 and 6 years old who do not yet Teadi,

but who are able to compose words end messages on their own, in their own Invented
, .

.._ . , . .

spellings. Charles Readlas report-ed lb detailon thewriting produced by some 20

. : .

children at homi beforethey entered school. 1'4 like to consider the relation
G - , .

, . - .

of this type.of early writing to beginning reading, and suggest that in children's

development the abilitiv_to'write actualli precedes the ability' to read.

liany children of.5 and'6 who cdo not yet read, but, who know the lettefd of the

alphabet and their soundS4 steAuite,capable-of composing Words, creating their
II -

ownspellings as they -go along.-They-us&the letters of the alphabet according
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to their names, or their sounds if they know them, and represent words as they

hear them, carrying out a splendid phonetic analysis. The created spellings that

they produce, though a far- cry from standard spelling, are quite systematic and-

surprisingly uniform across children. _This ability of children to invent spellings
ot,

N "
and write before they can read and as'they begin to reaH has so fargone 1argely

unrecognized and untapped in the classroom. I would like. to recommend. that it be

-encouraged in school as a pre-reading activity, for the,value of the activity in

itself, and as an excellent personalized introduction to the written word.

What is most interesting-is-that-children appear capable of inventing spellings

'well before they are ready to read. Indeed the spelling activity precedes reading
.

IV its very nature. a more concrete task. It r translating from-. requies
p

pronunciation t .print'when.the word is.already known. Reading is More abstract, ,

in that it requires, as part of translating from print to pronunciation, identifying

the word. This added component of reading, identifying the word, is out of reach

. -

of, many children who are able to spell, sometimes for months, before they move on.

reading.. -

- The inventive speller composes worda--according- to their sounds, figuring out

for himself. what comes first, next and so on, He does this for his own purposes

means.as a means of self-expression: In this thespelling.appeers to share some aspects

of,the activity of drawing aHpicture. The child who. draws a person, for example; is .

not trying to. match an arbitrary pattern,'or to represent what someone else will

deem correct or. accurate. He works from his on perceptions and chooses to put

down on paper those features which in some-sense strike him as worthy of represen-
.

tation. As he matures he represents-Increasingly manyof these features and may..
,

. .
,

,
.

. '

organize them somewhat differently. .

a
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this is much the way it is with the spellings. The child spells Independently,

*I)
.

making his own decisions. He has no preconceptions of how the word oughtgto be

spelled, nor any expectation that there is a ,'right= ox a 'Wrong'. way to do it.-

He spells Creatively, according to some combination of what he perceives and what

he considers worthy of representation. He progresses through several stages, his

early.-productions differing in a number of resPects from later ones.

Once children get started creating their own spellings, they can go..on to

write any message at.oall. For it is not that they know the spellingof certain

words. Ratherthey possess the means to write any and all words, *1.4fty. often,

particularly at the start, they cannot read back wh'at they have written, nor are they- 4 e.

interested in dbing-so. Recognition= of words comestlater,,gpr-noV are con
.

,01cerned with production,

That the ability to write precedes the ability to read is not anew idea.

Montessori found -this order of acquisition natural for very young children,,and

taught reading through word comPostion: Her pdpils were encouraged to read

their productions immediately, and learned to do so. Teachers that I have been
0

working with have found kindergarten children much less interested. in reading back

what they have written than first graders, who by and large show more competence
:r

in_reading their own; roductions.

Most interesting froth a linguistic point of view is that the,ch-ildren spell
.

not purely phonetically, but with evidence of abstractions in their linguistic

judgments. From these abstractions a great deal can be learned about the. children's
4

developing phonological systems. Furthermore, and even more striking, different
%..

. . ..' A ,; 1

041dren independently arriveat the same spelling systems. Features intpne -child's
. .-. Ai -W

writing that may appear to be idiosyncratic, turn out on comparisbn ,to be common

to all the children. Working with-an inadequate number of syMbols,

represent all the sounds of English,* the children all work out their

26- letters- to

solutions to

,

this dilemma in much the same way. It seems that the child' who spendstime

b
J



,effott figuring out his own spellings is not only having funand,being creative.

He's.getting valuable practice in phonetics, in dealing with phonological abstrac-
-

tions,.and in the principles of alphai)etic writing. This serves him extremely

Well later when he moves on to reading.

Children in whom this ability has a chance to develop often go on to produce

a great deal of writing. Depending on age and inclination, they may vary in their

produCtions from a few sentences to many stories to whole books. The quality of

the writing, the spontaneity, and the enthusiagm that children show-all attest

to the value of free writing for 5 and.6 year olds.
. 4-

But what of reading conventional spelling for the child who has been accustomed
0

to writing words-his on way? Interestingly enough, it appears that conflicts do

,

not arise. In fact, Learning to read seems to be considerably fa-cilitated for the

inventive speller.. These children bring to reading the same assumptions that they

have learned to -apply to writing, namely an assurance that it ds something you

,

work out.for yourself an a confidence to go ahead.
wa

TypicallYthe speller" reaches a- point.4 where, tetegins to ask abOui words that

he sees around tit. Either he attempts to pronounce them,,reading them off:phonetically

in order to identify thet, or he asks what they say.. When this time comes, such°

a child seems suddenlycto notice all. the print in the world, around him -- street

signs, food labels; newspapet headiines pkinting on cartons, books, billboards,

everything. He trips to read:eVerything;-already having a good foundation in

translating from pronunciation to print. If:help is provided when he asks for it,

9

he makes out wonderfully -well. It is a tremendously exciting time for him.

I think that what helps the child mosttof all when he starts to read is

hig'keightened activity level. Learning to read, or at fitst to identify printed
_. .... .. - ;
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wards, surely involves forming hypotheseS' about the relations, both direct and

indirect, of,Speiling to pronunciation}, changing these hypotheses as new evidence

is added, and eventually arriving at a system of interpretation that is in accord-

with the facts. This hypothesis construction is an active process,. able to take

the child far beyond the 'rules' that can be offerred him by the best of patterned,

programmed or linguistic approaches.. The mote the child is prepared to do for.

himself, the better off he is.

.4 My suggestion, then, with only this brief and inadequate introduction, is
o

I

that children be introduced to the written word through writing rather than reading.

If the child spells creatively for a period of time before being expected read,

'he gains active experience in the principles of alphabetic repreqentation. In the

words of Paulo Freire, he 'assumes from the beginning the role of creativesubbect.'
( 1

4 .
;

His_s. view of the written word' is-of-somqthing_that,b_elongs to him, a means
.. i

what he perceives. Written language from the st

of expressing

rt is systematic and accessible to

When he starts io-him, and he,expects to take an active role in dealing with it.
o

read, this background and viewpoint very muchaff ct the nature

Piaget has said 'Children have real understanding only of
a

invent themselveS, and 'each time we try to,teach ibeM something.

of the task.

that which they

too quickly, we

'keep them from reinventing it themselves.' This insight has an important message

for learning.,to read. For once you have invented your own spelling_ system, dealing

with the conventional system tomes easy. You've got the principle and you've

already done a good bit of the intellectual work.

Creativity,- then, is the order of the day in ,children-'s handling of language.
- .

Their talent,for innovation is a basic one. Our best efforts in teaching-might

wellbe directed t6ward providing a fertile environment in which this natural

capacity .can flourish.

u.


